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Canadian Settler Indifference: A Denial of Justice
Robert HUGHES
Abstract
In Canada today, the legal and political ramifications of colonial misdeeds are becoming quite clear 
as evidenced in court outcomes. However, among Canadian settlers there is still denial and a self-
justification to entitlement. Cultural genocide has occurred through both intentional and innocuous 
bureaucratic practices. Forced assimilation of Indigenous children through residential schools was an 
attempt at cultural annihilation. An inestimable amount of damage has been done. Canada’s long 
history of systemic violence is not celebratory. Instead, it is a tragic accumulation of 150 years of 
shame.
Justice
a concern for just behavior or treatment; a concern for fairness, peace and respect for people.
Synonyms
fairness, justness, fair play, fair-mindedness, equity, even-handedness, impartiality, objectivity, 
neutrality, disinterestedness, honesty, righteousness, morals, morality…
I. Introduction
“Throughout history, it has been the inaction of those who could have acted; the indifference of those 
who should have known better; the silence of the voice of justice when it mattered most; that has made 
it possible for evil to triumph.(1) ”Haile Selassie (1892-1975)
Canada is a settler notion and a settler nation.(2)  Canada’s colonial past and present is dark and the 
true history is in direct contrast to the benevolent peacemaker myth(3) that Canadians cling to like their 
winter fleece. 
A stack of evidence and recent court decisions confirm that the foundation and history of Canada in 
relation to Indigenous people is a cocktail of genocide: a deadly mix of fraud, abuse, and violence. This 
is the kind of evil that Haile Selassie wished to expose when he wrote of inaction, indifference, and 
silence. In Ethiopia, Haile Selassie was no stranger to colonial oppression. Failure in opposing 
Mussolini’s Italian colonial expansion resulted in an uncountable number of Ethiopian dead and Haile 
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Selassie in temporary exile. 
The year 2017 in Canada is said to be celebratory for 150 years of confederation. This may be the case 
for some but certainly not for others. Canada has a modestly short national history since confederation. 
Yet, Canadians have arrived at a long overdue place in time, a place where historical ignorance in 
Canada needs to be challenged and corrected. The settler path to nationhood has been one of continued 
injustice and indifference to First Nations people, the original residents of Canada. Recent hefty court 
settlements are illuminating some very dark episodes of government and settler malfeasance in Canada’s 
150 years of colonialism since confederation. 
Will the current generation of settler Canadians be able to assess their treaty privileges, shake off their 
colonial mentalities, support efforts of reconciliation, and support the right to self-determination for 
Indigenous people? To accomplish this, Canada needs to initiate decolonization. Decolonization requires 
settler concessions be made. The first step in the process requires settler admission of colonial 
complicity, regardless of the number of generations in each settler family. Situating ourselves is an 
essential step in taking responsibility and getting personally engaged in reconciliation. The awakening 
must begin in the hearts and minds of long established Euro-Canadian residents and other immigrants 
with colonial privileges; First Nations have, after all, an ancient hereditary connection “to the land, the 
sky, and waters that had given them life.”(4) First Nations were here first and that is why treaties were an 
essential component of Canada’s colonial expansion. In Canada, colonial expansion throughout the 
western plains did not result from military conquest, in contrast to France’s loss on the Plains of 
Abraham in the east. Settlers gained prairie access once the Crown arranged treaties. Treaties paved the 
way for the settler land grab. Settler access to farm and ranch land resulted from treaty privilege and 
subsequent treaty violations. To this day, descendants of colonizers and all privileged settlers on treaty 
land in Canada remain beneficiaries of treaty agreements and colonialism. Clearly, the Crown intended 
settlers to be the primary beneficiaries and not the Indigenous parties when treaties were implemented.
Long established and even newly arrived settlers in Canada may have their own narratives of 
hardship; however, such accounts are not exclusive justifications for entitlement on treaty land. All 
settler success in Canada can be measured at the expense of their indigenous treaty partners. Colonial 
benefit for settlers, from past to present, is the cumulative result of a combination of the following 
factors: disregard for treaties, land appropriation, racism, residential schools, assimilation efforts, 
cultural genocide, and genocide. As citizens of the state and as members of prosperous communities on 
treated lands, established settlers and privileged immigrants are the beneficiaries of the ongoing legacy 
of colonial injustice. Can Canadians disavow responsibility for these destructive behaviors? Will the 
Canadian flag continue to fly a hypocritical standard of high morality? For Canadian settlers, the selfish 
continuation of privilege and power preserves the colonial status quo at the expense of Indigenous 
families.  How will this story end?
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II.  Colonial Malfeasance 
(malfeasance: wrongdoing especially by public officials)
Settler shoulder shrugging and a continuing indifference to injustice dismissed as something that 
happened a long time ago that should be forgotten, rings hollow. In Saskatchewan, great wealth is 
apparent in cities, in towns, on farms, and on ranches. In contrast, how well are First Nations people 
doing on reserves and in urban centers? Why does such disparity exist? 
Typically, the Canadian settler explanation in response to First Nation poverty is to blame the victims. 
Race usually enters into the explanation with culture, attitudes and values as contributing factors. 
Varcoe(5) points out that this does not stand up to scientific scrutiny as there is no evidence to support the 
idea that cultural values or beliefs keep Indigenous people in poverty. Holding such prejudicial beliefs 
does enable settlers a means to justify their comfortable privileges and economic advantages. It also 
helps perpetuate the myth that nothing can be done; a justification not to instigate change.(6) Without 
settler critical self-reflection to these matters, there will be no possibility of reconciliation.
Within violent colonial chronicles are thousands of tortured Indigenous narratives. In Saskatchewan 
as elsewhere in Canada, these narratives correspond to faces. To see some of those faces, review the 
tragic stories of Leo LeChance,(7) Neil Stonechild,(8) Darrell Night,(9) Coulton Boushie,(10) and murdered 
or missing women including Kelly Goforth,(11) Richelle Bear,(12) and Bernadine Quewezance.(13) Violent 
reality is only a Google click away. Faced with the truth, how can any person of good conscience 
celebrate the continuation of 150 years of colonial violence? 
Colonial misdeeds are expensive time travelers pounding on court hall doors in Saskatchewan and all 
across Canada. News announcements herald the settlements and the damages to be paid. In December of 
2016, a Specific Claims Tribunal ordered the federal government to settle with Beardy’s and Okemasis 
First Nation (Treaty 6) over withholding treaty payments between 1885 and 1888.(14) At that time, the 
federal government had taken punitive action against Beardy’s and Okemasis and thirteen other First 
Nations for suspected involvement in the Northwest Rebellion. Annuity payments of $4,250 were 
withheld from Beardy’s and Okemasis First Nations, property was confiscated, and a pass system was 
implemented. This was a punitive system of reserve incarceration that led to starvation. As reported by 
Saskatoon’s CTV News, “The government also confiscated guns, ammunition, horses, cattle, carts, 
wagons, harness, and Treaty medals from these First Nations while strictly enforcing a pass system, 
which restricted Indians from leaving their reserves without permission.  In addition, the government did 
not allow the Beardy’s and Okemasis First Nation people to have a Chief and Council until 1936.”(15)
By applying Canadian bond rates with compound interest, the outstanding amount of $4,250 swells up 
to around $4.5 million today. If the decision stands, the precedent will have been set for the thirteen 
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other First Nations to collect their anticipated settlements. 
In 2007, the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement concluded the largest class action 
settlement in the history of Canada. Canadians should be aware that the Truth And Reconciliation 
Commission (TRC) was a requirement outlined in the settlement. To understand the scope of this 
settlement, a calculator might be of some use. This historic agreement is complicated and includes 
several components(16), such as a Common Experience Payment and specific compensation for survivor-
victims of physical, sexual, or psychological abuse. Additionally, funds were provided for healing 
projects, commemoration activities, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), and a center to 
house the TRC documents and statements.
The final tally for residential school victim compensation is going to be very large, comparable to the 
scale of the injustice. Settlements are still being resolved regarding residential school claims concurrent 
with recent court sessions dealing with Sixties Scoop class action lawsuits. In Ontario, Superior Court 
Justice Edward Belobaba ruled in February of 2017 that Canada “had failed to take reasonable steps to 
prevent thousands of on-reserve children from losing their Indigenous heritage after they were placed 
with non-native families between 1965 and 1984.”(17) This is now known as the Sixties Scoop. Federal 
lawyers jumped in with an 11th–hour effort to block the Belobaba decision and especially the amount 
for awarded damages. Carolyn Bennett, Indigenous Affairs Minister claims federal intervention was an 
attempt to stall the decision to enable the government to open negotiations for all victims. Fear makes 
for strange bedfellows. Yet, that is one bed that won’t likely be slept in, as the first week of March (2017) 
brought a new class action lawsuit open to Sixties Scoop survivors across Canada with the exception of 
Ontario. 
Canadians, with their peacemaker myth, generally feel smug when comparing the settling of Canada 
with that of the United States. After all, numbered treaties preceded settlement in Canada avoiding the 
costly Indian wars that occurred to the south in the United States. This fact seems to be the point of origin 
of the idea that the Crown and settlers were “peacemakers.” Crown treaty policy through Alexander 
Morris, however misguided, sought to tame so-called Indigenous savagery through stated treaty 
benevolence. In his mind, Christianity and civilization would counter heathenism and paganism.(18) The 
Northwest Mounted Police, an occupational force, rode out into the west to establish colonial law and 
order. After the battle of the Little Bighorn, Sitting Bull and thousands of Sioux received refuge in 
Saskatchewan. They were given some protection. The early settlers in Canada, ancestors of most 
contemporary settlers, believed themselves to be peacemakers and not instigators of colonial violence. 
How can the historical narrative of Canadian settlers be so different and in such contrast to the narratives 
of Indigenous people? Can two vastly disparate accounts of historical record continue to exist as truth? 
From past to present, have settlers been peacemakers or perpetrators of genocide? The answers to these 
questions can be found in court rulings and the enormity of recent financial settlements awarded by 
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courts. The settlement amounts are proportional to the scale of wrongdoing in crimes against humanity.
Monetary compensation can never fully address the past colonial crimes committed in Canada. 
Government apologies and court settlements awarded to victims have not changed settler colonial 
attitudes. Reconciliation will depend upon social and political change among settlers. Canadian 
settlers need do nothing to resolve the “Indian problem” but clearly the “settler problem” needs to be 
addressed.(19) The real question is “What can settlers do about their colonial problem?” 
The Crown, in blatant disregard of First Nations sovereignty, implemented a paternalistic relationship 
and subsumed control for all matters of First Nations governance with the Indian Act of 1876.(20) Treating 
Indigenous people as children and wards of the state is and has been the root of the problem. Palmater(21) 
argues the dependency relationship was created through historical colonial laws and policies but the 
existing First Nations national crisis of poverty exists because current federal laws and policies maintain 
it. To date, in Canada’s history, government policy and settler indifference have perpetrated genocidal 
acts against Indigenous people.  It seems the Canadian Government never acted in good faith to honor 
treaties. For privileged settlers, the solution will require the strength to take the path to decolonization.
III. Decolonization
Reconciliation in Canada will only be achieved through decolonization; the transformation of colonial 
settler attitudes and the elimination of inherent systemic racism. Privileged Canadian settlers must take 
their first transformative steps on the road to decolonization by ultimately understanding and accepting 
their colonial complicity and the Indigenous counter-narrative. Privileged settlers share responsibility for 
government officials, past and present, elected or appointed, and our government’s behavior to date. 
There is intergenerational responsibility.(22) If Canadians wish to be a global model of peaceful co-
existence, all will have to live up to treaty obligations and First Nations’ right to self-determination. 
Signed treaties extended and recognized the sovereignty of First Nations. Contentious issues will only 
conclude when the right to self-determination is clearly established for Indigenous people. This is not 
just a matter of per-capita or lump sum payments to victims of colonial misdeeds. Money does not 
restore stolen dignity, although it seems to relieve collective guilt among settlers for colonial crimes. 
Left to its own devices, the Government of Canada will continue with sneaky policies under the guise of 
benevolence, ultimately paving the way to future court settlements that will most likely be ruled in favor 
of First Nations. Honoring treaty would be a better alternative than indefinite squabbling and on-going 
litigation. 
In 1969, under the guise of creating a “just” society, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and his Minister of 
Indian Affairs, Jean Cretien proposed an end to the Indian Act. Officially, their policy document was 
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titled “The Statement of the Government of Canada on Indian Policy” but it earned its infamy as “the 
White Paper.”(23) Through some rather convoluted logic, that less is more, the federal government 
determined the path to equality for Aboriginal peoples would be to eliminate “Indian” as a distinct legal 
status. The White Paper rationale claimed that an end to the discriminatory Indian Act would convey the 
same rights as other Canadians for all First Nations, Inuit, and Metis in Canada. Reserve land would be 
converted to private property and eventually the government would terminate the existing treaties. The 
White Paper of 1969 was an attempt to terminate the treaty promise of perpetuity: for as long as the sun 
shines and the rivers flow.
Whatever the government’s stated intentions were, it quickly became clear the plan was to renege on 
the federal government’s treaty obligations through this attempt at treaty extinguishment.  First Nations 
leaders like Harold Cardinal quickly saw through this one-sided charade.(24) Although the Indian Act is 
controversial and condemned as human rights abuse, the Canadian government cannot extinguish 
Aboriginal rights unilaterally. Any alternative political relationship will require negotiations between 
First Nations and the government. The current government under Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is again 
attempting extinguishment on a nation-by-nation basis. The outcome would see reserve land converted 
to private title allowing it to be bought and sold under fee simple arrangements. Treaties would be erased 
forever leaving First Nations no leverage in the colonial battle to right historic wrongs and to lift 
Indigenous people out of poverty, not to mention the cessation of voice and rights in land-use and 
resource issues.
IV. Intergenerational Complicity
With residential school genocide, the Canadian government, church officials, and educators embarked 
upon an ambitious plan to assimilate Indigenous children into Canadian society. Denied cultural and 
traditional practices, Indigenous children in residential schools were forbidden to speak their own 
languages. They faced a curriculum of cultural dispossession and settler indoctrination through 
systematic cultural whitewash, racism, abuse, and violence. All of this is documented in court records. 
Genocidal methodology was put into place by a colonial power structure supported either by election 
votes and taxes or by funding directly from settler populations in church collections to support parochial 
residential schools.
In a fundamental denial of human decency and dignity, appointed Indian agents and police officers 
took children away from their families, at times forcibly, to deliver them to residential schools. Under 
the auspices of government and church officials, educators started up their assimilation machinery and 
kept it running for over 100 years. Collection plates were passed in Canadian church parishes throughout 
the land and the well-oiled machinery of assimilation continued to hum until the closure of the last 
Canadian residential school in Punnichy, Saskatchewan in 1996.(25)
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The National Benchmarks Survey conducted in May of 2008(26) determined that Canadians were 
generally aware of residential school physical and sexual abuse. However, most respondents claim to 
have had no understanding of a policy of assimilation. The benevolent peacemaker myth in Canada can 
only be maintained with a comfortable distance from the harsh reality of the truth. Claiming ignorance 
is, in a sense, a colonial denial strategy. In contrast, the argument exists that all settlers share 
intergenerational responsibility for the history and legacy of the residential schools, the long list of treaty 
violations, and the existing colonial attitudes and prejudice. Reconciliation will require a moral response 
from society that is way beyond addressing individual claims and paying restitution. As long as colonial 
practices remain in effect, our society will continue to have intergenerational responsibility for such 
practices and outcomes. Individual and collective denial of historical injustice and a continuing denial of 
Indigenous humanity are arguably criminal acts. Settler citizens cannot absolve themselves of complicity 
without atonement. The starting point should be decolonization in Canada.
In urban settings across Canada, the Indian residential school legacy is evident. It is a dark legacy of 
poverty, social dysfunction, and incarceration. It began with Euro-Canadian bigotry in assuming cultural 
superiority over Indigenous people. Canada cannot go back in time to right wrongdoing, but Canadian 
citizens should accept tacit responsibility for government actions, past and present. Canadian settlers, 
against their inclinations, must dig deep to examine the roots of the problem and the serious 
implications. The old elm of apartheid must be chopped down and burned to fuel reconciliation. Canada 
needs to be reforested with seedlings of hope for equality as intended in treaty for the sharing of the 
land.
Reconciliation is not a landfill to bury personal or collective guilt. It is an awakening. The 
reconciliation alarm clock is ringing to awaken all Canadians. It is ringing especially loud for those who 
continue to believe Canada’s genocidal practices have nothing to do with them. All settler Canadians 
should actively participate in righting past wrongs. All settler Canadians should work to establish a just 
society for all people to live on treaty land. As Paulette Regan has written, “For Indigenous people, the 
past is a painful chronicle of broken treaties, stolen lands, Indian Residential Schools, and the Indian 
Act. For non-indigenous people, the past is a celebratory song of settling new lands, nation building, and 
helping unfortunate ‘Indians’ to adjust to a new way of life.”(27) Settlers have entrusted elected officials 
and bureaucrats to deal with domestic matters related to First Nations’ poverty, health, education and 
social dysfunction. Yet, none of these issues has ever been resolved during Canada’s short history.
An arousal of settler empathy and an outpouring of good intentions to solve the “Indian” problem is 
an inadequate response because this attitude reeks of colonialism, the benevolent kind. The solution to 
the issue does not rest with empathetic settlers who get to “feel good about feeling bad”(28) in an attempt 
to relieve guilty consciences. Reconciliation is only possible through transformative change that has a 
lasting impact. This is way beyond the limitations of a temporary emotional response. To redress 
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historical wrongdoing, decolonization requires change in settler attitude and action that culminates in 
Indigenous self-determination.
To understand settler complicity in colonization, Canadians have to recognize the implications of their 
power and privilege. It is about land ownership, wealth, and education. For many settlers, their sense of 
identity and opportunity is grounded in assumption and privilege. When privileged settlers recognize 
that Indigenous people have been victims of colonization and oppression, then the next step is to accept 
responsibility as the oppressors. Without settler critical self-reflection regarding these injustices, there 
will be no change. 
Settler understanding of reconciliation is quite simplistic. Essentially, settlers see reconciliation as a 
package deal of apology and reparations that allow both parties to move forward while preserving the 
colonial status quo. On the contrary, reconciliation is the opportunity for settlers to initiate 
decolonization to re-establish the original covenants and the founding principles of the treaties. As 
Regan clearly states “the right to self-determination is articulated in historical treaties, reinforced by 
constitutional rights, and now affirmed at the international level in the United Nations Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples.”(29) It is time for Canadians of good conscience to recognize this.
V. Self-Determination
During reconciliation talks, crown mediators representing the dominant settler culture, often 
unilaterally decide the parameters for discussion, preserving their colonial prerogative.  Mediators come 
armed with legal processes that are exclusionary and disempowering, thus missing the point that 
reconciliation must be an intercultural encounter appropriate for meetings of sovereign nations. Nation 
to nation protocols should be observed inclusive of Indigenous commemorative practices, testimonies 
and ceremonies. Under self-determination, First Nations can propose their own solutions in line with the 
global mantra “local problems, local solutions.”
In February of 2017, media sources reported that the Immigration Minister mandated a 
recommendation from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission that changes the swearing-in ceremony 
for Canadian citizenship. The new oath will contain the phrase “to faithfully observe the laws of Canada, 
including treaties with Indigenous peoples, and fulfill my duties as a Canadian citizen.”(30) This is a 
positive development, as all new Canadians will have to be aware of the diverse Aboriginal peoples and 
the significant issues facing Canada’s future. These newly minted citizens will start their Canadian 
identity with this commitment. The more difficult task, a monumental undertaking, will be to get well-
established settlers to put an end to colonial attitudes and practices. 
Chief Rick Gamble of Beardy’s and Okemasis First Nation commented on the government steadfastly 
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fighting treaty issues and their subsequent losses. From his insight, Gamble believes it would be better 
for Truth and Reconciliation to evolve into discussion between the Federal Government and First 
Nations over an equitable sharing of treaty land resources.(31) The federal government continues with 
conflicting policy objectives after 150 years of confederation. To date, all colonial efforts towards 
assimilation and extinguishment have failed with grave consequences. It is time for settler society to 
pressure its government to act justly.
First Nations sovereignty and self-determination are a high stakes end game now in play, and one that 
Canada and its settlers of privilege should embrace. The Canadian government must change their 
colonial tactics, the time is right to decolonize, embrace First Nations sovereignty, and honor 
commitments for the equitable sharing of this land and its resources among treaty brothers and sisters. 
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